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Shimano bottom bracket cable guide

COVID-19: Delivery time3 of 1 to 3 working days in Germany (country of exchange) · Start of discussion • #1 • February 24, 2009 can someone clarify or explain? Thank you. i bought a set of kuota kredo frames that wouldn't come with the cable guide as well i am looking for one. · Specific mark can someone clarify or explain? Thank you. i bought a set of kuota kredo frames that
wouldn't come with the cable guide as well i am looking for one. I guess I've been living under a rock, because I just bought BB cable guides without ordering a specific unit from Campy or Shimano. I'm surprised there is such a thing as specific component brand guides. IME, are universal and makes no difference what brand of components you use. · It doesn't make a diff... be
sure to get one for road bikes... Now they're all Nylon. reminds me that I should replace mine this spring when I install new cables.. · Dude, if your bike has Campy on it, then you should get the Campy cable guide. No mixing and matching. No way any like. You have to. I don't care if it costs three times as much as Shimano's version. It won't make a shredding of difference
between the Campy or the Shimano version. Seeing as it is below the bike, even the most diehard campy afficianado would be hard to see that you have a Shimano on your bike. Sensible performance, there is no difference. · I put a Shimano guide on my bike all Campy and guide spontaneously combust a day later... I guess it's better than the carbon framework doing this! I have
to have 3 of those Campy guides that are set up around... frames tend to come with a guide. · The Dura-Ace 7800 is purple. I have no idea if this affects performance · I just picked up a 07 Kuota Khredo frame and am needing a cable guide for it. Do shimano road bike guides suit everyone? If anyone has a part, that would be great. · I have metal cable guides braised under my BB
shell. There was never any other kind. Looks like nylon would be a little smarter. Do non-metallic guides ever wear out? · I just picked up a 07 Kuota Khredo frame and am needing a cable guide for it. Do shimano road bike guides suit everyone? If anyone has a part, that would be great. 1. Go to the bike shop. 2. Ask for BB Cable Guide. 3. When the guy asks How many? say 1 or
2. 4. Make a purchase of something in the store that you need. 5. Friend will tell you to put cable guides in your pocket. 6. Leave the store all happy. I swear I have to have 200 of these things that are set around.... Current customer rating 4.3 out of 5 (19 ratings) Rating distribution
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